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Abstract

We address the problem of clustering complex data on disk to minimize the number of I/O operations in data intensive applications. We
rst focus on the problems related to the design and implementation
of clustering strategies. We then propose a set of clustering strategies
as well as an algorithm which implements them for the O2 system.

1 Introduction
New developments, both in the database eld and in the programming languages eld, have led to the design of new database management systems
[Ba88], [Ki89], [Deux90]. These systems have the following characteristics: a
complex object model [LR89a], a persistent programming language [AB87],
and an object management system [VBD89]. Object management systems
have to ful ll the following requirements: (i) ecient management of large
amount of (large) objects; (ii) object sharing and versioning; (iii) and usual
database functionality such as transaction management, concurrency control and recovery. In this paper, we are interested in how clustering can
improve performance of such systems. Consider, for example, a complex
object o1 consisting of two components o2 and o3 . If each component object is stored in a di erent page, we may have to perform up to three disk
accesses when we want to retrieve the entire object! A clustering strategy

might suggest how to place these objects as close to one another as possible
on disk memory.
We shall describe the clustering strategies adopted in the O2 system. We
propose a set of exible strategies which rely upon the inheritance hierachy
as well as on the structural information given by the object types. Our
strategies are exible in the sense that we will not try to cluster all the components of an object together; instead, we try to de ne grouping strategies
which take into account the operations performed on the database (i.e, the
methods).
We rst list the problems which arise when designing clustering strategies. We then describe the strategies that have been implemented in the
O2 system and we show how methods are taken into account and informally
give a cost model which allows us to derive an optimal clustering scheme.
We detail the implementation of the clustering module and give a set of
early measurements which have been performed in the O2 system in order to evaluate the impact of clustering. Finally, we give some concluding
remarks.

2 Issues in the Design of a Clustering Algorithm
The objective of a clustering algorithm is to group objects which are coreferenced as close to one another as possible in physical memory. We list
here after the critical problems one must answer when designing a clustering
algorithm:
- What are the tradeo s between static versus dynamic clustering?
- What is the input to the clustering algorithm?
- What are the di erent kinds of clustering algorithms?
- What are the relationships between clustering and architecture conguration?

2.1 Static versus Dynamic Clustering.

In the static case, clustering is done at the time objects are created and
no reorganization is implied when the links between objects are updated.
Dynamic clustering is done at run time when objects are accessed concurrently and becomes attractive in an environment where the write operations

dominate the read operations. Here the cost of reorganization is identical to the cost of clustering. In a dynamic environment, when the objects
are transferred from the disk to the main memory their physical page locations are not necessarily the same after a write operation. In object-oriented
database systems object identity and referential integrity to objects are part
of the model. If object identity is implemented as a logical reference then a
dynamic clustering algorithm is probably better suited.

2.2 Input to a Clustering Algorithm

The inputs to a clustering algorithm are usually access patterns of objects,
given by the user, providing information about the frequency of accesses
from an object to another. The higher the frequency the more e ective the
grouping has to be. This information can be stored at two di erent levels:
object level or type level. At the object level, the access frequency is stored
together with the reference \pointer". The overhead of this solution is the
cost of updating the access frequency every time we navigate through a link
between two objects. If recorded at the type level (and therefore recorded
within the schema), the interactions between objects are derived from the
type of the objects at creation time.

2.3 Clustering Algorithms

The problem of clustering can be seen as a graph partitioning problem. The
nodes of the graph are the objects, and the edges are the links between
objects. This problem is NP-complete. However, as the graph of objects
represents the database state, all is needed is an incremental solution where
new objects are placed at the \right place". Most of the algorithms used
can be classi ed as greedy algorithms: they scan the objects according to
their links, and try to place them into the same cluster unit. Thus the
cost of clustering has no major impact on the overall system. What are the
parameters which are used to control a clustering algorithm? We enumerate
below the most important steps that must be considered.
- Obviously the input information is part of the control and determines
a possible cluster of objects.
- Once a cluster has been de ned, the algorithm must look for a candidate page to insert this new cluster. Di erent strategies can be used to
nd the page : the cluster algorithm may use only the pages available

in the bu er pool, thus avoiding any I/O; the algorithm may search for
a page on the disk; alternatively, it may open a new page if it considers
that there is no good candidate. If it also splits pages after reorganzation, the cost of splitting has to be lower than the cost of searching for
the best candidate page. This previous step assumes that the search
for a page does not consider the available space into the page.

2.4 Clustering and Architecture Con guration

A classi cation of object servers has been proposed in [DFMV90]. Two
basic architectures are retained: the smart server architecture and the dumb
server architecture. In the smart architecture the server understands all the
concepts of the object-oriented approach and is decomposed in three layers:
I/O, bu er and object layer. The transfer unit between the server and the
workstation is the object and thus the e ect of clustering is visible only
at the server and not on the workstation. Furthermore, clustering can be
performed only at the server since it is the only place where the concept
of page is understood. Consequently, when a transaction executing on the
workstation commits, all the persistent objects have to be returned to the
server before applying the clustering algorithm. In the dumb architecture
the server is only composed of two layers: I/O and bu er. The concept of
object is known to the workstation only. The transfer unit between the server
and the workstation is the page and thus if clustering has worked properly,
great part of the objects contained within the transferred page will be used
without any additional transfers. As the page concept is understood at the
workstation, the clustering decisions can be taken at this site.

2.5 Options Taken in the O2 System

The choice made in O2 to use physical object identi ers was largely motivated by performance reasons; therefore the O2 clustering strategies we
present in this paper are static. Nevertheless, we shall show how our solution may be extended in order to dynamically reorganize clusters. These
strategies are de ned at the type level by the database administrator and
could be applied in the context of logical identi ers as well. They are independent, from a logical point of view, of the O2 system: they could be used
in any system managing complex objets with inheritance. The clustering
algorithm which implements them is a greedy tree-pattern-matching algorithm (with no page splitting). Last, our strategies have been implemented

in the context of a smart architecture.

3 The O2 Clustering Strategies
The clustering strategies designed in the O2 system rely on the concept of
placement trees. The following section describes these trees.

3.1 Placement Trees

Intuitively, the type structure of a class in the O2 system may be represented
as an in nite tree (in case of recursive types) [AK89]. A placement tree is any
nite subtree extracted from this in nite tree. A clustering strategy for the
system classes is a set of placement trees. Given a clustering strategy, each
class in the system is the root of at most one placement tree. We have chosen
a nite tree for operational reasons. A placement tree for class c expresses
the way in which components of an instance of c are to be clustered. Notice
that the de nition of a placement tree allows us to handle type recursiveness
at the physical level. Figure 1 shows examples of clustering strategies.
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Figure 1: Placement Trees
In the rst alternative for the Restaurant class, the placement tree states
that menu (which is an instance of class Menu), the type customers and each

of the \customers" elements will be grouped with the corresponding instance
of Restaurant. This means that, in a single cluster, we shall store the \menu"
object, its atomic components, the value customers, the elements of the
corresponding set and the atomic values which compose them. An instance
of Courses may be shared by a Chef or a Menu. Therefore, a Course object
may either be clustered with a Chef or with a Menu. Unlike the Orion
system [KBC87], such a decision is only taken at run time and is not part
of the database schema. The placement tree for the class Person for the
second alternative reduces to a single node. Indeed, instances of this class
are only composed of atoms and we assume that atomic values are stored
with the instance to which they are related. Placement trees are the inputs
of the clustering algorithm. They only indicate how objects may be stored,
they are not part of the schema (there is neither a class placement tree nor
instances of placement trees). The de nition of placement trees is orthogonal
to the schema, thus data independence is insured by such strategies.
Objects are placed in logical clusters using placement trees associated
with the class of which they are instances and according to their identi ers
(disk or memory). A logical cluster is composed of a root object and a set
of objects which are grouped with it. We assume that the size of a logical
cluster is unlimited. The algorithm presented here is a greedy tree patternmatching algorithm. There exist di erent alternatives for this algorithm
based on either depth rst or breadth rst traversals of placement trees.

4 Implementation

4.1 Global Architecture of the System

The setting of the O2 system [VBD89] consists of a server and a network
of workstations. On the server, the object manager is built on top of WiSS
[WiSS85]. WiSS provides basic support for persistency, memory management and transactions as such it provides record-structured sequential les,
unstructured les, indices and long data items (LDI's). Records may vary
in length and are uniquely identi ed by a RID (Record IDenti er) which
describes its physical address (i.e a volume number, a page number and a
slot number). WiSS directly controls the physical location of pages on disk
and does its own bu ering. The clustering algorithm executes at the server
level while the de nition of placement trees is performed at the workstation
level. For the sake of brevity, we do not detail the de nition language of
placement trees, its syntax is very similar to those of O2 class de nitions

[LR89b].

4.2 Object Identi ers Allocation

In the O2 system, objects are uniquely identi ed and accessed by object identi ers (oid's). For performance purposes, oid's are physical and correspond
to a RID. With physical identi ers and a smart workstation/server con guration, a decision has to be taken upon when to assign oid's to newly created
objects. Objects are created in the workstation and persistent physical identi ers containing RID's are only delivered on insertion of the corresponding
WiSS record. Identi ers are assigned at transaction commit. In addition,
this solves the problem of having to change the identi er of a newly created
object when the system decides to cluster it afterwards (but before transaction commit) with another \owner" object. The clustering algorithm is
responsible for the assigment of physical identi ers, and thus is viewed as a
persistent identi ers server.

4.3 Logical Clusters and Physical Clusters

In the O2 system, objects are mapped to records. Therefore, a physical
cluster is a set of records. WiSS o ers the possibility to perform clustering,
since a record can be stored near another one (there is a WiSS primitive to
do it). WiSS then tries to store the record in the same or in a neighbor page.
We have chosen to map a physical cluster to a page (i.e, a page may contain
several clusters). The size of logical clusters was considered unlimited. Of
course, the size of a physical cluster is bounded to the page size. Therefore
there will be some clusters (larger than a page) which will overlap several
(contiguous) pages. Large objects (i.e, with large atomic values) will be
stored as WiSS LDI's.

4.4 Initial Placement and System Adaptability

Initially, when instances of a given class are created, the placement tree associated with this class generates a rst organization on secondary memory.
The problem of system adaptability arises in the two following cases:
- Some placement trees have been modi ed.
- No placement trees are modi ed but some links between objects have
changed.

4.4.1 Placement Tree Modi cations
At any time the DBA has the ability to modify placement trees. Neither
the clustering module nor the access object module will be a ected by such
modi cations since oid's are physical identi ers. The clustering algorithm
will take into account the new grouping scheme. The execution of transactions will not be disturbed. Indeed, only the physical placement of objects
is modi ed (for the newly created objects). This certainly will have some
consequences on the performance but not on the behavior of transactions.
On the other hand, the physical organization on disk will be modi ed. The
following alternatives thus arise.
- We do not update the old clusters. New placement trees will be taken
into account in the future. The objects which have already been placed
keep their location on disk.
- We can restructure the database.
For the second alternative a complete study should be performed in order
to evaluate at which time we consider that the physical organization is too
chaotic. The number of modi ed placement trees, the number of classes
concerned in such modi cations might be parameters to be taken into account. In addition to this, for each class whose placement tree has been
modi ed, we can measure the number of instances which have been grouped
according to the rst PT and to the second one. If the ratio is lower than
a given level we can restructure the whole extension of the class. This is an
open problem which has not been implemented.

4.4.2 Cluster Reorganization

Di erent approaches for record clustering and reorganization have been proposed [YLSS85], [SPO89]. Record clustering algorithms usually focus on
nding an optimal strategy by rearranging records on pages in the bu er
area and writing new pages back to the disk space. Evidently, such approaches are applicable in the case where oid's are logical. We suggest the
following solutions to solve the problem of system adaptability in the context
of physical oid's. The following cases are taken into account:
- the size of an object increases within a page;
- some logical links are modi ed.

The rst case is automatically managed by WiSS. Indeed if the size of an
object increases in such a way that it cannot t into the page any longer,
Wiss allocates a new page and the forwarding pointer allows the system to
retrieve the (moved) object.
The second case occurs when among the links which reference an object
(o), one link is deleted. We adopt the following strategy: when an object
which references o is accessed, thereafter, if there is enough space, we shall
re-cluster o with it (if the correponding PT allows it). We thus assume that
we have full control of the forwarding mechanism of WiSS.
For both alternatives the problem of updating the references arises. As
we do not want to manage backward pointers, we shall update, incrementally, only the references for future accesses. Indeed it is possible, at this
time, to detect the forwarding pointer and thus to update the new reference.
However we need to know when the forwarding pointer could be garbaged.
We propose the following solution. First, recall that a reference count of an
object is stored in the header of the record containing the object. Assume
that the objects have been grouped as in Figure 2. The links (o1, o4 ) and
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Figure 2: Cluster Reorganization
(o5, o6) are privileged because they correspond to shared objects which have
been grouped. Each time such a link is deleted the corresponding object is
not at the right place anymore. We are faced with two alternatives:
1 the reference count is equal to one (it is the case for o4 ). When we
dereference o4 through o5, if there is enough space in the page of o5
we re-cluster o4 with o5. If not nothing is done.

2 the reference count is greater than two (it is the case for o6). When
we dereference o6 (through o1 for example) we shall try to store o6
close to o1 . We then replace the (old) record of o6 with a special forwarding record which contains: the new address of o6 , a dereferencing
count initialized to one (this count will be incremented at each new
dereferencing) and the value of the reference count of o6 . As soon as
the dereferencing count is equal to the reference count, the forwarding
record will be deleted.

4.5 Performance Evaluation and Measurements

The problem of choosing, for a given class, the \best" placement tree arises.
We thus have to take into account the most frequently performed operations against the database. We have detailed a cost function [Be90] which
takes into account object faults and main memory waste according to the
call frequencies of the methods. It also takes into account set-structured
components of an object by assigning an average cardinality to each set and
an average number of accessed elements (in the set) per method. This cost
function is fully described in [Be90]. With respect to this cost function, one
placement tree is optimal. Though our cost model relies on some simplifying assumptions, we have a means to help the database administrator in
choosing placement trees.

4.6 Early Measurements

The class we have studied is described in Figure 3 and corresponds to the
class Restaurant slightly modi ed. The methods de ned for Restaurant are
characterized as follows: method m1 accesses the menu component and the
chef component of class Restaurant, m2 accesses the component menu then
the component course and the component chef of class Restaurant, m3
accesses the menu and course components and m4 accesses the chef and
specialty components of class Restaurant. The four methods have a call
frequency of 25%.
Our experiments took into consideration the variation of the following
parameters:
- The placement trees for the class Restaurant. Table 2 gives, for each
placement tree, the classes it groups.
- The sizes of objects. Table 1 gives the di erent con gurations (A, B,
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Figure 3: Class Restaurant
C) of measurements. The values reported denote the sizes (in bytes)
of the instances of each class. The size of instances of Courses varies
from 10 integers to 1000 integers in the set.
- The number of generated objects which varied from 1000 to 10.000.
Con gurations Restaurant Menu Chef Courses
A
42
34
34
128
B
42
34
34
848
C
42
34
34
4048
Table 1: Con gurations of measurements
The scenario of each experiment is the following. We generated a database
according to each placement tree for Restaurant. Each time a database was
generated, we executed each method on the whole extension of Restaurant
and measured the object faults. We have chosen to penalize an object fault
twice as much as main memory waste. The best placement tree according
to the cost function is described in Figure 4.
The results for the optimal placement tree are reported in the fourth
column of Table 3. The results obtained are the following. In four out of the
ve sequences, the optimal tree was e ectively the best tree (the one which
led to fewer object faults). However, the third sequence (con guration C)
led to other placement trees as best trees. For this sequence, the simplifying
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Table 2: PT's for Restaurant
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Figure 4: Optimal Placement Tree
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A
B
C
10.000 A
B

1
32
112
412
212
1012

2
27
65
414
145
533

3
32
114
414
210
1032

4

5
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112
412 412
145 212
512 1012

26
62

6
32
118
219
211
1078

7
32
118
219
211
1078

8
32
118
219
211
1078

WC
32
118
218
211
1078

Table 3: Impact of PT's on the transaction (without sharing)

assumptions of the model were violated. Indeed, each cluster (for the tree no
4) overlapped three or two pages. Notice that an implementation without
any clustering leads in this case to the best results. For the trees no 6, 7
,8, the number of clusters overlapping several pages was very low (4 for tree
no 6 and zero for the other two). The size of logical clusters is thus a crucial
parameter with respect to the bene ts of clustering.
However, we achieved our objective to provide the DBA with a tool to
help the choice of the most adequate placement tree. When a cluster ts
into a page, the model predicts the placement tree which leads to fewer
object faults. When a placement tree leads to clusters whose average size
is greater than the page size, such a tree must be rejected. The point is
now to nd a means in order to select the best placement tree among the
remaining ones. We thus shall design, in future work, a cost model which
will take into account the sizes of objects.
While the evaluation performed is sound, it could have been more thorough. Further measurements are currently performed in order to evaluate
the bene ts of clustering [BDH90]. We use a standard object-oriented benchmark (the Tektronix Hypermodel Benchmark) as the basis of the evaluation.

5 Related Work and Conclusions
Most of the prototypes already developed [ZH87], [KBC87], [At85], [MSOP86],
[HK89], attempt to perform clustering. In all such systems the segment or
the page is the clustering unit and clustering is done when the object is
created. The approach adopted in Orion [KBC87] de nes the unit of clustering as the composite (exclusive/dependent) object. This is done at the
schema level. We think instead that the user should not need to worry
about physical issues: the clustering information has to be transparent from
an user point of view. Furthermore, if the concept of cluster (via the notion
of composite object) is part of the schema, when we want to modify the
placement in secondary storage we have to perform a schema update! Data
independence is not insured anymore.
In [CK89], it is shown that clustering exploits structural information
such as composition hierarchy and inheritance properties. A simulation
model has been developed which gives a comparative evaluation of di erent
clustering strategies. The clustering algorithm studied in [CK89] chooses
an initial placement for newly created objects which depends on the most
frequently used composition links between instances.

The grouping strategies presented in the Encore system [ZH87] seem
exible and powerful (in particular the clustering-by-value feature). In Encore, the following clustering rules may be chosen: (i) ability to store one
object per segment if it is large, (ii) ability to store components of a complex
object together, (iii) ability to group all the instances of a given class in the
same segment, (iv) grouping by value properties (e.g, all blue cars will be
stored together). The power of these strategies relies on the fact that, in
Encore, objects are shared by means of copies. However, in an environment
where update operations are frequently performed, managing such copies
seems penalizing with respect to performance.
The approach adopted in the PRIMA project [HMMS87] uses the concept of type-molecule as a clustering mechanism for complex objects [SS89].
This concept allows the description of exible clustering strategies. The
main drawback of this approach is that some objects have to be duplicated
between several complex objects and that clustering is update dependent.
Design decisions about the clustering are under the control of the Database
Administrator. Nevertheless, to help the Database Administrator in taking
his decision we have established a link between the access patterns of the
methods of a class and the \optimal" placement tree for this class. Our
technique is similar of the one proposed by [Sc77] for the hierarchical data
model. The idea of Schkolnick is to partition a hierarchical tree structure
into subtrees and to nd the best partition according to some access patterns inside the hierarchical structure. Our strategy follows the same idea,
but di ers in the following: (i) the data model is not the same (objects can
be shared, inheritance relationship), (ii) clustering is done at commit time
as well as persistency, (iii) clustering is transparent to the programmer, thus
placement trees can be modi ed at any time without a ecting programs.
Placement trees provide a mechanism for the database administrator to
specify exactly how the instances of the classes of a database's class hierarchy
are to be clustered on disk. By separating the clustering mechanism from
the schema, the database administrator is provided a signi cantly more
powerful mechanism than if clustering was associated with one particular
type constructor. In addition, this separation makes it possible for the
database administrator to tune the overall performance of the system by
modifying the placement trees used for a particular database. Since this can
be accomplished without modifying the schema or any applications, data
independence is insured.
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